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angoulême and comics
Walking along the banks
of the Charente up to the
narrow streets of the historical
centre, by the remarkable
Saint-Pierre cathedral
and the imposing townhall,
once the castle of the Valois
family, and the ramparts
offering a view of the skyline
will enable visitors to discover
the soul of the town and the
beauty of its preserved site.
Angoulême is not only
an historical city, it is also
an industrial and cultural
metropolis housing a great
number of authors, cartoon
studios and various firms
related to the world
of visual arts.

which promotes visual arts
in the département,
Angoulême stands
as the capital of comics
and visual arts. Every year
opens with the International
Comics Festival. It is
the worldwide reference
for the greatest comics
scenarists and cartoonists.
Visitors meet their
favourite authors,
discover new issues
and young talents,
exhibitions, drawing
concerts, dedications,
specific areas for authors
and their works...
Visitors can make a tour
of the twenty painted city
walls. Drawings by Yslaire,
Zep, Morris, Boucq,
De Crécy, Cabanes... place
comics at the heart
of the city.
download the tour on the website
www.lacharente.com

With la Cité internationale
de la bande dessinée
et de l’image, the comics
museum, the European
School of Visual Arts offering
a master's degree in comics,
the animation school,
the national video games
school, the Magelis centre

Marc-Antoine Matthieu

the footbridge
The two main buildings of La Cité are linked by a 190m
footbridge which spans the Charente river.
On this pedestrians and cyclists only precinct stands Luc
and Livio Benedetti’s beautiful statue of Corto Maltese.
Hugo Pratt’s hero, gazing at the ocean, with his hands
in his pockets, is the guardian of the place.

La Cité internationale
de la bande dessinée
et de l’image was born
from a cross-collaboration
between the Charente County
council, the French ministry
of Culture and Communication,
the city of Angoulême and
the Poitou-Charentes region.
It includes a museum,
a heritage library,
a specialized public library,
a documentation centre,
an international artists'
residence (la maison
des auteurs), a high standard
reference bookshop,
a two-screen art house
cinema, an Internet
consultation point,
a technical multimedia
support centre
and a panoramic restaurant.
La Cité is housed in three
buildings along the Charente
river or overlooking it,

it is located at the heart
of the image centre
developed
in the département which
contributes to the national
and worldwide popularity
of Angoulême as the world’s
city of comics.

the comics museum
permanent collections
A complete history of French
and American comics,
a unique collection in Europe,
is displayed within
a remarkable 1,300 m2
scenography. The ninth art
patrimony can be discovered
through more than
400 pieces of original
artwork, old editions,
advertisement objects, toys,
movie excerpts.
The strips, boards
and drawings are selected
among 8,000 originals
and are renewed every
three months, thus ensuring
proper conservation —
the works are displayed
for four months and then
kept in stock for four years,
which means a new museum
three times per year!

The circuit includes reading
areas distributed in three
sections: the history
of comics, the lounge
where are displayed
the major works according
to an aesthetic and stylistic

approach, and the workshop
which focuses on comics
creation techniques.
All way through audiovisual
sequences related
to the showcases
are available: excerpts from
authors' animation movies
or derived from comic book
characters, authors' interviews,
documentaries on authors
at work or focusing on great
moments of the history
of comics.

the history of comics
From the pioneers (Töpffer,
Christophe, Pinchon, Forton
in Europe; Frost, McCay,
Swinnerton in the U.S....)
to the current comics
masters via the classics
of the Franco-Belgian
tradition and the masters
of the American golden-age
tradition, the whole western
world’s rich comics history
is revealed. Specific
showcases highlight great
authors (Saint-Ogan,
Franquin, Eisner, Schulz...)
and a few heroes (Mickey
Mouse, Popeye, Tintin...)

the workshop
The comics creation
process is revealed through
several authors’ different
styles and sensibilities
and illustrated by originals
that readers seldom see:
typed scenarios
or manuscripts, occasionally
some sketches, preliminary
drawings, graphic draughts
of characters, settings
and costumes, location
scouting photos,
storyboards... You follow
the progress of creation from
scratch: pencil, inking,
colour setting, computer
creation...

the lounge
26 boards among the most
remarkable of the collection
are exhibited here. From
Hergé’s clear line
to the chiaroscuro of the
30’s and 40’s mainstream
Americans via the "bigfoot"
style whose benchmark
remains Disney, a few
aesthetic schools and their
masters are highlighted.
the catalogue
A major work
on comics,
their history
and aesthetics.

456 pages, 49 €

the comics museum friends
The association of the comics museum friends supports
its activities and its acquisition policy in particular
by donating the works it has gathered: over fifteen years,
241 original boards, hundreds of magazines and periodicals
and several rare objects have thus enriched
the museum’s collection.
contact ambd@citebd.org

cultural and artistic events
All the year round, the team
of La Cité offers a scope

of varied cultural events
both high-standard and
accessible: discussing books,
having authors meet visitors
and talk to them, showing
and discussing works,
curating exhibitions,
opening up cultural
moments to a wider
audience.

exhibitions
The large temporary
and current exhibition rooms
as well as the authors'
residence, the great galleries
of the Vaisseau Mœbius
display or welcome different
monographic or thematic
exhibitions dedicated
to comics and their creators.
Find the details of current,
past and future exhibitions
on www.citebd.org.

meetings
All the year round, La Cité
organizes meetings, either
for professionals only
or open to large audiences,
with a follow-up
of publications which
prolong these intense
moments of exchange.
the comics
summer university
Specialists, creators,
professionals in all the fields
of comics are invited
to discuss major topics
and issues.

cultural and educational activities
guided visits
Groups or family tours
of the museum
or of temporary exhibitions
offering further scientific
and cultural details. Different
topics are available: highlights
on museum-related jobs,
from the still to the animated
image, graphic codes,
autobiography, mangas,
preparatory work, the press,
the heroes, black and white,
comics, the relation
between authors,
characters and heroes...

educational events
for groups
Throughout the year, La Cité
offers educational activities
for groups based on topics
related to comics, movies
or animation. They are
supervised by La Cité’s
animators and by
a professional comics author.
Different types of animation
are proposed: guided visits,
theoretical or graphic practice
related workshops, loan
of educational packages.

Every first Sunday of the
month*, La Cité welcomes
you to a free visit of the
museum and exhibitions.
free guided visits at 3 p.m.
or 4 p.m. (one hour)

self-guided visits
Material is available
to groups or individuals
privileging a self-guided visit.
A fun tour brochure
is available for a playful visit
of the museum.
Exhibition handbooks
for the young are available.
Videos, excerpts
from authors' interviews
and movies are shown
on screens and you can
create your own comics
with the help of the comics
interactive terminal
and its databank.
Analyses of boards
on a large screen detail
in depth the techniques,
composition and codes
specific to comics.

activities for all audiences
Throughout the year,
various activities linked
with La Cité's programming
are proposed.
the tea time
cinema workshop
during the school holidays
La Cité’s workshops
on Saturdays from 3 p.m.
workshop visits in relation
to La Cité’s programming
trainings with a comics
or publishing related
professional, to improve
one’s knowledge
or practice.

information
+33 5 45 38 65 65
mediationculturelle@citebd.org
The Caisse d’Epargne is the sponsor
of La Cité’s cultural activities area.
* except July and August

the comics library
This European reference
library houses major
collections including
comprehensive collections
of French comics since 1984
and extensive ones
for the previous period
and the international
production.
It also includes collections
focussed on animated films,
video games or caricature.
In partnership with
the National French Library,
it is the recipient
of the legal deposit
for comic books.
It pursues a threefold
mission:
the patrimonial
conservation fund
It gathers the most
complete collection
of Franco-Belgian
productions and a wide
sampling of international
comics. To date it boasts
55,000 albums (French
and foreign) and 120,000
issues representing
3,337 newspapers.
the comics
documentation center
It constitutes and highlights
a rich documentary stock
on French and foreign
comic books. It is open
by appointment
to researchers, academics,
and students. A wide range
of resource material
is available on the site
www.citebd.org.

the reading room
and lending library
offers a collection of over
25,600 albums including
15,700 adult and 1,400
documentaries for reference
use only or on loan.

A specially designed area
offers over 8,500 albums
for the younger ones.
Lending is free for children
under 12. The library also
welcomes children
to workshops and proposes
comics educational
packages on loan
for communities.

The monthly comics cafe
is an opportunity to share
your readings and talk about
your favourite comics.

It is friendly area where 10 computers offer broad Internet
access providing digital information to everyone.
2 € per hour. Subscribers of La Cité and visitors
with their entrance ticket benefit from a one-hour free
consultation per day.

the comics and visual arts bookshop
With its 270 m2 at the
entrance of the comics
museum, it is one of the
largest bookshops devoted
to the Ninth Art. It proposes
more than 40,000 references
and about 4,000 new
publications, the works
displayed on its shelves being
an extension of the visit
of the museum and
of the programming
of La Cité. Thematic
presentations invite you
to discover unknown
imaginary territories.

An import section offers
to the readers of original
versions a selection of works
mainly imported from
the United States.
In the second hand section
you can find low price books
and books that are out of print.
A DVD area offers a wide
range of animated films and
movies related to the Ninth Art.
A great variety
of merchandising items
are available.

A graphic art department
includes an array of specific
sketch books and pens specially
designed for professionals
and amateur artists.

The online DVD shop
and bookshop are accessible
on La Cité’s website
www.citebd.org
They allow users to purchase
any books or DVDs available
on the market.

Periodically, comics artists
are invited to the bookshop
to meet visitors and sign
their books.

François Ayroles

la cité’s cinema
The two cinemas in La Cité,
the Nemo hall and the Laloux
hall, enjoy perfect acoustics
and an equipment
at the cutting edge
of technology for any type
of screenings, including 3D
HD. They are classified as art
cinema and labeled
as Research, Discovery,
Heritage, Repertoire and Young
Audience by the CNC
(Centre National du Cinéma);
they belong to the Europa
Cinemas network
of the European Union.

in films previews and debates
about the cinema and society.
La Cité’s cinema is also
involved in the national
educational school image
scheme introducing
comprehensive schools, higher
education pupils and cinema
trainees to the filmmaking
process and to the audiovisual
image. The cinema rooms
occasionally turn into
modern lecture halls
for the thousand students
of the Image Campus.

the programming
Rich and varied, it ranges
from authors' films to major
documentaries, independent
films, major discoveries
of the Seventh Art and award
winning movies from the best
festivals around the world.
A genuine palace for festivals,
it welcomes various events
every year: the Francophone
Film Festival, 16,000 Toons,
the International Comics
Festival, and many
other events.
Thanks to the repertoire
screenings, the audience
(re)discovers the masterpieces
of the cinema heritage.
The Tuesday night and
thematic screenings
are an opportunity to join

the equipment
Out of respect for the works
and the audience, the cinemas
are equipped with a mobile
phone jamming system and
audio loops for the hearing
impaired; they are accessible
to disabled people.

the kids cinema

On Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday afternoons and every
afternoon during school holidays, the younger ones can enjoy
special high standard screenings. From the latest films
to classic movies.
the teatime movies workshop

a truly creative and enjoyable moment booking recommended
Screening of a programmed kids cinema movie topped
up with a special teatime snack and an art workshop.

authors in residence
the residence
In order to support image
creators and promote
exchanges, la maison
des auteurs provides ideal
working conditions to French
and foreign authors whose
project in residence
has been accepted
by a committee
of professional graphic
authors and scenarists.
It supplies them with
facilities, equipments
and a technical
and documentary resource
centre for a period spanning
from several months
to two years.

It also contributes
to the protection of copyright
status and the protection
of intellectual property
through legal briefings.

the equipment
Housed in a period building,
it is located in the heart
of Angoulême.
The interior fittings cover
1,000 m2 divided into five
floors and include
13 individual and collective
workshops supplied
with drawing tables
and infographic points large

enough for 25 authors,
a reception and lounge
area, community
maintenance, exhibition
and meeting rooms.
applications for a residence
You are already involved
in a professional activity,
you want to finalize
a graphic project whether
multimedia or audiovisual,
individual or collective,
and apply for la maison
des auteurs? Send
a curriculum vitae, enclosing
representative samples
of your artistic achievements
(digital, photocopies,
excluding originals),
a covering letter specifying
how long you intend to stay,
a precise description
of your project with graphic
documents including,
for comics projects, three
finalized successive pages.
The Selection board will
assess the probability
of the project being
completed depending
on its quality (content
and form) together with
the interest and innovative
quality of your concept.
deadlines for submission
of applications
February 10th, June 10th,
October 10th
la maison des auteurs
2 boulevard Aristide Briand
BP 31334
F-16012 Angoulême cedex
tel. +33 5 45 22 86 10
fax +33 5 45 22 86 22

the panoramic restaurant
Located on 60 avenue
de Cognac, the restaurant
offers a gourmet break
with an overview
on the Charente river,
the Hugo Pratt footbridge
and the comics museum.
La table à dessin restaurant
offers a wide range of menus
according to the season.
Mondays to Fridays
at lunchtime, come and enjoy
the dish of the day, grilled
meat, the menu fraîcheur,
a stewed dish, local wine,
a homemade dessert.
La table à dessin also offers catering, throughout the week,
evenings and weekends to welcome your receptions
in La Cité’s buildings.
contact +33 5 17 17 31 01

rental space

Near the city centre
and train station, a unique
place for your business
or private events.
Screening rooms
and meeting spaces,
a panoramic restaurant,
private lounges and galleries
will adapt to your needs:

seminars, congresses,
training sessions, business
lunches, cocktail parties...
Get the most out of your
event to share a unique
and genuine moment
with the visit of the comics
museum or an animation.

services proposed
Restaurant, free car park, Internet access, technical support,
available equipment, security... For further information
(technical files, hosting capacity, pictures):
www.citebd.org (espace pro/location d’espaces)
contact +33 5 17 17 31 02 ou locationsespaces@citebd.org

www.citebd.org
la cité’s website
the services
find
information on La Cité’s
missions and its different
components: museum,
library, authors' residence,
cinemas, bookshop,
technical multimedia
support center...
discover and browse
through the digital
collections,
have access
to the library
and museum catalogue
order
comics, books and DVDs
online,
rent
spaces and exhibitions,
subscribe
to La Cité’s newsletter
and download
the monthly program.
the resources
the comics calendar
exhibitions, festivals,
auctions, comics related
events,

the directories publishers,
comics training sessions...
la Cité’s bookmarks
by themes, selections of sites,
news, comics in the world,
education, interactive
comics, mangas,
auction sales...
la Cité’s selections
la Cité’s favourites selections
to help librarians chose
comics, readers' selections...
the thematic files
thematic links and
bibliographical selection,
a lexicon to be familiar with
the vocabulary of comics.
the authors and creation
discover the authors
in residence, their works
and publications, discover
the grants and residences.
the author’s handbook:
to have access to information
on the copyrights, useful
links, bibliographic
references, advice
for the preservation
of original artworks...

la cité’s newsletter

Every Monday, receive in your email box the newsletter
providing the entire informations on activities and programs,
the times and summaries of the movies on
at La Cité’s cinema, details on exhibitions, events, meetings...

An online magazine dedicated to comics.
Major authors and greatest specialists
contribute.
Daniel Clowes

la cité’s practical information
la Cité internationale de la bande dessinée et de l'image
121 rue de Bordeaux BP 72308 F-16023 Angoulême cedex

library, exhibitions,
arobase, administration

museum, exhibitions, bookshop,
documentation centre

121 rue de Bordeaux Angoulême

quai de la Charente Angoulême

cinema, restaurant

maison des auteurs

60 avenue de Cognac Angoulême

2 bd Aristide Briand Angoulême

information

general information +33 5 45 38 65 65
cinema 08 92 68 00 72 (0,34€/min)
maison des auteurs +33 5 45 22 86 10

bookshop +33 5 45 38 65 60
restaurant +33 5 17 17 31 01

contact@citebd.org
To be informed of the news of La Cité (encounters, exhibitions, events...), you can visit
our website www.citebd.org or subscribe to the weekly electronic newsletter.

opening hours
the museum, exhibitions, the bookshop, the library
and the arobase Internet point
Tuesday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (the library from 12 to 6)
Saturday, Sunday and bank holidays from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
(except 1st January, 1st May and 25th December) closed on Monday

July and August opening until 7 p.m.

accessibility
All public areas of La Cité
(with the exception of part
of the library) have disabled

access. The two cinemas
are also equipped with
an audio loop
for the hearing impaired.

come to La Cité
by bus lines 3 and 5, stop Le Nil
by car free car park
GPS 0°9,135' east 45°39,339' north.

come to Angoulême
by train Atlantic TGV train :

2h20 from Paris Montparnasse
1h from Bordeaux and Poitiers
5h from Brussels Midi
by plane Angoulême airport
+33 5 45 69 88 09
Bordeaux Mérignac international
airport +33 5 56 34 50 50
by car drive 445 km from Paris,
120 km from Bordeaux, Poitiers,
Niort, La Rochelle, Limoges and
Périgueux, 45 km from Cognac

rates
museum and exhibitions
full entry fee 6,50 €
reduced entry fee 4 € *
adult groups 4 € **
school groups 2,50 €
children under 18, persons
accompanying groups
and disabled persons free
free access to the Castro
buildings exhibitions and library
1st Sunday of each month
self-guided or guided visits
at 3 p.m. or 4 p.m. free for all

la cité’s card
subscribe to la cité!
individual 15 €
duo 22 € *
12 -18 years 5 €
children under 12 free
partners 7,50 €
schools 80 € **
work committees ***
100 € less than 100 employees for 8 cards
150 € more than 100 employees for 10 cards

(except July and August)

supplementary
guided visit 2 €
audio guide free
graphic workshop 3 €
one hour consultation
on the arobase (without ticket) 2 €

cinema
full price 8 €
reduced price 6 € *
under 18 3,50 €
adult groups 6 € **
ciné pass 10 films 50 € ***
ciné pass 5 films 28 € ***
teatime cinema workshop 7 €
* on presentation of proof, students
under 25, apprentices, unemployed,
recipients of the RSA, large families, Vermeil
cards, disabled people
** groups of at least 10 (price per individual)
*** ciné passes are restricted to La Cité’s
suscribers and are valid one year

the card gives access
to the comics museum,
temporary exhibitions, lending
library, ciné pass
(10 films or 5 films) and
to the arobase Internet point
the card entitles ****
holders to reduced rates
for cinema tickets, a cine pass,
5% discount on purchases
in the bookstore, and reduced
rates for events in partnership
the card enables holders
to be invited to restricted
special events
Subscribe when you wish!
the card is valid for a year
from date of issue
* suscribe together, come in duo or alone
** same advantages as La Cité’s card
+ reduced rate guided visit 1,50 €
*** same advantages as La Cité’s card
+ educational packages on loan at the library,
reduced rates : workshops 2 €,
guided visits 1,50 €
**** except cards under 12 and 12 -18 year old

www.citebd.org
photos
Alberto Bocos-Gil, Cyril Bruneau, Caroline
Janvier, Jean-Pierre Jimenez, Samuel Jollet,
Magelis et Philippe Métifet.
conception and graphic design
Etienne Robial et Valérie Desnouël

la Cité internationale de la bande dessinée et de l’image
industrial and commercial public institution of cultural
cooperation created by the Charente département,
the ministry of Culture and communication, Angoulême
city and the Poitou-Charentes region

